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Recent global economic and environmental forecasts consistently show a trend of continuous decline in
natural resources, degradation of environmental quality, increasing vulnerability of economic growth as a
result of environmental stress, competition for land and natural resources, soaring energy prices and climate
change. These forecasts partly rest on significant efforts by the scientific community over the past three
decades to improve knowledge of the interactions between economic growth and the environment; par-
ticularly modelling methods have developed to become increasingly applied to the assessment of the en-
vironmental and economic consequences of various energy demand and greenhouse gas policies.
However, the significantly diverging viewpoints of models developed by energy engineers, or ‘bottom-up’
(BU) models, and those developed by economists, or ‘top-down’ (TD) models, hinder effective dialogue
and mutual understanding between researchers from different academic backgrounds. The purpose of this
paper is to promote a constructive dialogue between modellers from each side of the modelling paradigms,
based on a comparative critique of the BU TIAM-FR model and the TD IMACLIM-R model. The comparison
terms extend from the theoretical foundations of each model to their structure and specifications, and ap-
plicability to policy assessment. Preliminary numerical simulations are developed to demonstrate the rel-
evance of linking the two models, while the technical challenges and methodological limitations of coupled
simulations are addressed. 
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ttSince thhe beginning of the 1990’s and thhe rise of the climate change concern, policymakers hav
increasingly interested in a better understanding of the feffffiiciency and cost of policies whose pur

ifto sh ftt energy systems toward more environmentally desirable technology paths. The sc
community has responded this i tnterest by many tools which lie in betwween two polar approach
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bottom-up and top-down models (IPCC, Chap. 8, SAR and TAR). Bottttom-up (BU) models are 
sector models characterised by a rich description of the current and prospective energy supp
end-use technologies. They picture energy systems evolutions as resulting from myriad of decis
technology adoption, i.e. foollow a bottom- ftup methhodology to foorecast energy systems. They
are optimisation models concerned with the cost minimisation of sfsati fyying energy service de
under a set of pre- fdetermined constraints that can range frrom technology mandates to 

            
              

      
          

             
          

            
           

            
            

            
          

           
            

         
             

        
               

            
           

    

feffffiiciency or GHG emission targets. Their main shortcoming lies
i.e. their inability to consider feedbacks from markets beyond t

fproduction faactors (labour, capital, natural resources) and the o
(income, saving).. fThese could however substantially modifyy the co
For instance, the ftmassive investmment fllows necessary to the paradi
2050 decarbonisation targets cannot indeed but impact on the cost o

Conversely, Top-Down (TD) models focus on the interactions betw
economy at cost of a more aggregate description of these systems
rely on descriptions of the economy based on national accounting
describe the reactions between energy and the economy through

fdata on consumption, prices, incomes, and faactor costs to model the
services. The TD models applied to energy and climate prospectiv
general equilibrium (CGE) family. CGE models base their represe
microeconomic principles. They ftypically simulate markets foor prim
labour, capital and natural resources), domestic and imported good

adequilibrium by price djjustments. tCompared to BU models, thheir m
techniques to instantaneous trade- tfoffffss betwween aggregated produc

ftParticularly, capital costs are trreated by defaault as the remainder of

            
              

      
          

             
          

            
           

            
            

            
          

           
            

         
             

        
               

            
           

    

in their partial equilibrium nature, 
he energy market — the primary 

ffoverall general equilibrium efffeects
onclusions of any prospective study.

figm shiftts tcompatible withh pledged
of capital.

teen thhe energy systems and the rest
, hence the label ‘top-down’. They 
g data (in monetary values). They 
econometric techniques applied to

e supply and fdemand foor goods and 
ve are frequently of the computable 
entation of economic behaviour on 

fmary faactors of production (mainly
s and services that are brought into 

amajjor limitation is that they reduce
tion inputs or consumption goods.

f value-added once labour costs and
ipped fto explore the potential foor a
bly requires disaggregated analysis

            
              

      
          

             
          

            
           

            
            

            
          

           
            

         
             

        
               

            
           

    

tnatural resource rents subtracted. They are thus structuurally ill-equ
tdecoupling of economic growthh and energy demand, which arguab

of energy technologies (Nakata, 2004).
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fffThe TD/BU debate fiirst came to prominence during the efffiicien
1990’s (Grubb et al., 1993). On the one hand, TD modellers (notab

tfwith model foorms that assume thhat competitive markets automatica
consumption ffgoods efffiiciently. This economic perspective a priori

feffffiiciency gap — that some fefenergy fffiiciency measures could be p
tOn the othher hand, BU models suggested that there were signif

ffincreasing energy efffiiciency in the economy; although of obvious
policymaking, fthis divergence of  views is still not completely resolv

When p tolicymakers need to make decisions about the magnituude
targets, and about the best policy packages to achieve them, th

ftechnical feeasibility of these targets and on their impacts in term
femployment, fiinance and households’ purchasing power. N teithhe
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frofiitably implemented, but are not. 
ffiicant “no-regrets” possibilities for 
s importance to energy and carbon
ved.

and timing of energy-environment
h tfey need infoormation both on thhe 

ms of GDP levels, competitiveness,
er the BU nor the TD modelling

on these requirements. tThus thhe
fftamong thhe difffeerences in purpose,

thhem in parallel in policy processes

ches is to develop ‘hybrid’ models
dels f, starting frrom either of the 2
., 2006). It is not our purpose here
tuted models, the TIAM-FR and
del, is a typical BU model that has

 

             
            

             
           

           
             

            
  

         
           

              
            

           
        

               
        

                
             

              
          

             

p y , p g p
perspective is able to give comprehensive and robust guidance 

ffdifffeerences between their results are rooted in a complex interplay 
structure, and input assumptions. A common practice is to utilise t
but sometimes at cost of the internal consistency.

tOne way of bridging the gap between thhe two modelling approac
aiming at combining the advantages of both categories of mod
paradigms and amending it to approach the other (Hourcade et al.
and we rather explore fthe potential foor coupling two constit
IMACLIM-R models. TIAM-FR, a declination of the TIMES mod

     
           

           
          

            
            

           
            

           
           

          
            

 

            
              

         
 

been widely used to assess sectoral and global energy and climat
fdeveloping countries perspective (see foor example Assoumou and M

Dubreuil et al., 2012; Ricci and Selosse, 2013; Selosse and Ricci,
version of IMACLIM, is a multi-regional multi-sector TD model t
to assess the long-term global economic impacts of climate policy
Guivarch, 2010; Rozenberg et al., 2010; Giraudet et al., 2011; Ham
to provide insights on how to make constructive dialogue betwee
modelling paradigms, based on a comparative critique of TIAM-F

tunderstood as representative of thhe BU and TD approaches. T
fctarchitecture and stru tuure, theoretical fooundation and applicability

Preliminary numerical simulations have been implemented to ex
TIAM-FR and IMACLIM-R models. In perspective, we discuss th

 ftechnical challenges in the prospects foor developing coupled models

The next section describes the architecture and economic rationa
fftftmodels. Section 3 discusses thhe models’ feeatuures and usefuulness foor

4 explores the ways of coupling TIAM-FR/IMACLIM-R and pres
flimitations of coupled simulations. Section 5 concludes and provide

     
           

           
          

            
            

           
            

           
           

          
            

 

            
              

         
 

fte policy frrom both developed and 
Maïzi, 2011; Bouckaert et al., 2012; 
2013). IMACLIM-R, the recursive

that has been developed by CIRED
(Guivarch et al., 2009; tMathhy and

mdi-Cherif et al., 2011). Our aim is
tfn modellers frrom each side of thhe

FR and IMACLIM-R, respectively
The comparison draws on model 

y in the light of policy assessment.
xamine the consistency of linking
he relevance and mathematical and
s as well as policy implications. 

le of TIAM-FR and IMACLIM-R 
fr infoorming policy making. Section

sents preliminary results as well as
es research perspective.
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r programming, optimisation model 
detailed description of existing and
ays of all energy carriers from thheir
gies. TIAM-FR computes a partial
iod, energy demand and supply are 

tpresent at every level of thhe energy
vices.

l mobilises four types of entities
quantities to be determined by the
sed or maximised; (iii) constraints:

tfmust be satisfiied by thhe optimal
esses, technologies, etc. All TIAM-

 

            
               

             
          

               
                

          

             
           

          
           

          
             

             
               

               
                    

        

   

fAs a member of the TIMES faamily, TIAM-FR is a dynamic, linear
that proposes a BU description of energy systems. It is based on a d

tfuture energy technologies, which correspond to alternative pathhwa
sources to end-uses, through a wide array of conversion technolog
equilibrium on energy markets, in the sense that, at each time peri
made to match (energy markets clear). This equilibrium feature is p
system: primary, secondary fand fiinal fenergy foorms, and energy serv

fThe optimisation problem foormulation in the TIAM-FR model
( fadapted frrom Loulou 2008), (i) decision variables: endogenous q

ftoptimisation; (ii) thhe objective fuunction: the criterion to be minimi
equations or inequalities involving the decision variables that m
solution; and (iv) parameters entered by modellers as regards proce
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AC

3

FR runs fconfiigure the energy system over a certain time horizon in such a way a total net present
fvalue of the stream of annual costs is computed foor each region, and discounted to a user selected 

ttreference year. These regional discounted costs are thhen aggregated into a single total cost constituuting
fbthe objjective fuunction to be mi tnimized under a number of constrraints (Loulou, 2008). The net present

value (NPV) of the total energy system costs for all regions is the sum of all annual costs per region r
and year t, Crr,t, discounted at a dr,y general rate:

(1 )��
= �

�+=
R

r Tt
tr

tt
tr ACdNPV

1
,,

01 (1)

2- Modelling paradigms and economics rationales
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Where: t0 ffis the refeerence year foor discounting; T is the set of years 
includes all years in the model horizon,2 fplus past years (befoore t

ffbeen defiined foor past investments, plus a fnumber of years aftter the
some investment and dismantling costs are still being incurred, as 
capital; R is the set of TIAM-FR regions. fAn important feeature is t

ffin each period with fuull knowledge of the fuuture cost and deman
decision makers tare assumed by thhe model to operate globally with

ffperfeect fooresight (clairvoyance of energy planner).3

TIAM- ofFR foormulates and computes its projjection of optimal ene
Programming approach. I ft can be summed up as foollows:

XcMin �

bsubjject to [1 ] [ ]�
=

�����
K

k
iikQ DtQIiTt

1
, )(,1,1

and bXB ��

                
              

             
             

               
             

            
      

              
   

   

    

   

ffoor which costs are incurred, which
the reference year t0) if costs have

te end of thhe planning period where
twell as thhe salvage value fof fiixed 
tthat investmment decisions are made

and trajjectories. In other words, the
fh the benefiit of full information and

ergy systems based on the Linear

(2)

i t)( (3)

(4)
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where X is the vector of all variables with associated discounte
demands categories for energy services; Qk,i(tt)) the capacities of en

                 
             

             
           

        
           

         
            

 

              
        

        
         

      

sf

ed cost vector c, I the number of
d-use technologies k susceptible of
fd foor energy service i to be sati fiied

rs (echoing emission contents and 
ates, technology mandates, etc.).
Expression (3) formulates the set of 

ttof constrraints weighing on thhe cost
gical rela ftions that must be satisfiied

nergy planning, energy technology
luation at regional and nationwide 
ty to fifftrade offf d fffeerent energy
s, which is crucially important for 

                 
             

             
           

        
           

         
            

 

              
        

        
         

      

t(addressing service demand i at time t; Di(tt)) the exogenous demand
at time t; B and b vectors or matrixes of exogenous parameter
potential caps, energy contents and energy efficiency manda
Expression (2) defines the total discounted cost to be minimised. E

tfdemand satisfaaction constrraints. Expression (4) synthesises the set
minimisation, a large number of which express the physical and log
in order to properly depict the energy system (Loulou, 2008). 

In terms of policy assessment, TIAM- ffFR is a powerfuul tool foor en
tpenetrration analysis and emission mitigation (technical) costs eva

flevel. The model can infoorm policymakers on the opportuni
technologies, thus approaching an optimal allocation of resources
resources saving and G fHG mitigation portfoolio design.

                 
             

             
           

        
           

         
            

 

              
        

        
         

      

                 
             

             
           

        
           

         
            

 

              
        

        
         

      

 

                                                        

                   
              
               

              
                

                
 

               
      

 

                                                        

                   
              
               

              
                

                
 

               
      

 

                                                        

                   
              
               

              
                

                
 

               
      

 

                                                        

                   
              
               

              
                

                
 

               
      

2 More precisely, the ftime horizon of the model may range frrom one year to many decades and is usua
into several periods representing points where investment decisions may be taken and where the activ
flow variables may be considered as average values. Additional years are used to consider capacity insta

fthat took place befoore the beginning of the model horizon, the arpast ye rss. The investment and dismantlin
ffare computed foor each year of the horizon (and beyond if needed) and transfoormed into streams of

payments (Loulou et al., 2005). fbAll cost parameters in the objjective fuunction are inter/extrapolates
ffindividual years of the model as part of calculating the annual cost details (TIMES Version 2.5 User Note

3 The hypothesis of competitive markets ffwith perfeect fooresight can be relaxed in versions of TIMES b
stochastic programming, t fto accoun foor risk and uncertainty (Loulou and Labriet, 2008).
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Compared to TIAM-FR, IMACLIM-R is a recursive general equ
(Sassi et al., 2009): “recursive” in the sense that it is solved in seq
through time by capital accumulation based on exogenous sav

ffassumption of imperfeect fooresight (myopic economic agents) quit
equilibrium” in the sense that it provides a consistent, comprehens
markets where consumers, among which public administrations, an
producers, interact through domestic and international trade. This
with decentralised decision mamaking, another ajjor contrast to TIAM

On the side of households, behaviour fspecifiications are partly roo
‘micro-founded’): at each simulation year and in each of the 12 reg
drop time a ftnd region subscripts in thhe foollowing equations), househ
Geary) function of consumption Cii of n goods above basic-need lev
housing services Sh above a basic-need level hS . A salient f
maximisation is not only conditional to ta standard budget constrrain
time Tii spent in each of 4 i-indexed alternative mobility modes

fperfoormed and the relative congestion of modes) is equal to a mobi
per person per day across regions and times. This assumption is su
fairly close outcomes ranging from 50 minutes to 1.3 hours per day
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uilibrium model fof the TD faamily4
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vings rates, i.e. on a generalised 
te contrary to TIAM-FR; “general
ive description of factor and goods
nd producers, among which energy
multiplicity of agents comes along

M-FR.

oted in microeconomic theory (i.e.
fions modelled (foor convenience we

holds maximise utility as a (Stone-
vels iC , a mobility service Sm, and

ttffeeature of thhe model is thhat this
nt, but also to ta time constrraint: the
s ( fa fuunction of the passenger-km
lity-time budget Tmm set at 1.1 hours
upported by numerous studies with
(Zahavi and Talvitie, 1980; Bieber

nsumption program synthesises as: 

)hh SS � (5)

(6)

(7)

optimisation behaviour: each year,
ofes capital amortisement and pr fiits

eontief assumption), then adapt to
hanisms that echo a ‘second best’

ct foresight on competitive energy
ments are suboptimally used: both 
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1

with se f--explanatory price notations.

Contrary to consumption, production does not follow any explicit
producers set prices by applying an exogenous mark-up that merge

fto the production costs imposed by fiixed cost structures (the Le
ffdemand. However, feeedbacks on costs are accounted foor by mech

ffeconomic setting quite distinct frrom the fiirst-best setting (perfec
markets) of TIAM-FR. Notably, the capital and labour endowm
unemployment and a below-100% utilisation rate of production

fdefllatory impact on labour costs. Also, capital accumulation throug
clay’ assumption, with rigid (Leontief) fspecifiic ctcost stru tuures
vintages. In this general framework, economic growth results mai
population and labour productivity dynamics.
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BU description of energy supply and

                                                         

                     
 

4 fSection 3 dwells on the faact that it is also hybridised to approach a
demand systems.
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3- Main modelling specification
3-1 - Modelling scope and scale

            
              

           
           

            
             

   

IMACLIM-R’s trationale stems from thhe necessity to understand bet
economy aprospective trajjectories, the relative role of (i) technical p
end-use equipments, t(ii) strructural changes fin the fiinal d
(dematerialisation of growth patterns), (iii) micro and macroeconom
economies. This is indeed critical to capturing the mechanisms
environmental alteration into an economic cost and in the widening
for climate mitigation or adaptation.
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tThe structuure of TIAM-FR fis defiined by variables and equations ex
finput, both qualitative and quantitative, frrom authoritative sources a

(IEA) for energy balances, and from literature or expert knowledge
Protection Agency, IEA-Energy Technology Perspectives, US-Dep

fSurvey, World Energy Council) foor the characteristics of the tech
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as the International Energy Agency
e (IPCC reports, US-Environmental
partment of Energy, US Geological
hnologies and reserves of primary 

ailable technologies (across regions 
o be tracked. The quantitative data

fto each technology foor each region 
hnology often may be available for 

ffons may be difffeerent (Loulou and 
FR regional model database and the

fstem (RES) foor each region (Figure

               
          

          
          

             
         

            
       

             
         

             
        

 

energies. The qualitative data includes lists of energy carriers, ava
and time periods), as well as environmental externalities that are t

fgroup the technological and economic parameter values specifiic t
and time period. Indeed, in the case of multi-region models, a tech

fuse in distinct regions; however, cost and perfoormance assumptio
Labriet, 2008). ffThis infoormation collectively defiines each TIAM-F
res ftulting mathematical representation of thhe Refeerence Energy Sys
1).

(Figure1).

      

Figure 1 - The reference Energy System of TIAM-FR
Source : adapted from Loulou and Labriet, 2008
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TIAM-FR is geographically aggregated
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ftes to several thhousand existing and fuuture techn
nological parameters in all sectors of the energy
idential and transport; taking into account the conversi

ttdes thhe extrraction, transformation, distribution and tr

d in 15 world regions (Table 1). It covers the time horizo
fo properly refllect the long-term nature of the climate con

he change in CO2 concentrations in three reservoirs, th
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tffatchange in tmmospheric radiative foorcing frrom anthhropogenic activities and the temperature ch
two reservoirs relative to the pre-industrial period. Note that the climate module does not

tretrroaction on energy services demands, which remain unchanged. More generally, TIA
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As expected considering its top-down characteristics, IMACLIM-R
off  global economic activity, which it divides into 12 regions and 12
the model (2001) builds on the GTAP-6 database, a balanced Socia
world economy. The original GTAP-6 dataset is however fmodifiied
according to the IMACLIM- tR mapping, and (ii) accommodate thhe

feffffoort to base IMACLIM-R on a set of hybrid energy-econom
Rozenberg, 2010; Sassi et al., 2010).

tThrough thhis fthybrid calibration, thhe modelling architecture specifiic
fnfof technological i foormation coming frrom BU models and expert

s eftcenarios. These are thhus d fiined both in money- tmetrric terms and i
dimensions linked by a price vector. This guarantees a realistic tec
economy or, conversely, a realistic economic background to any pro
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Figure 2 - Demands for energy services and their drivers in TIAM-FR
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fTo fuully exploit the potential of this dual representation requires abandoning the use of conve
affaggregate production fuunctions that, ftter Berndt and Wood (1975) and Jorgenson (1981)
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tflexible enough to encompass all the contrrasted scenarios of stru

from the interplay between consumption styles, technologies an
ffff1993), foor small as well as foor large departures frrom the refeerence

ffalready reported absence of foormal production fuunctions in
ffcompensated foor by a recursive structure that allows foor a systemati

(Figure 3):

• The annual static equilibrium module with Leontief production
and intensities of intermediary inputs, especially labour and
rates of the labour and capital endowments, which principles
Solving this equilibrium at some year t provides a snapshot o

trelative prices, outpput levels, physical flows and profit rates
investments among sectors.

• dDynamic moduules, including demography, capital dynamics an
technology- trich models, most of which assess thhe reactions of
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static equilibria. These reactions are then reintroduced into
updated input-output fefco fffiicients to calculate year t + 1 equilibr

ffftBetween twwo equilibria, technical choices are fuully fllexible foor ne
input- ffffoutput coefffiicients are modifiied at the margin, to account foor
ex fisting equipment and resulting frrom past technical choices. This

ttcritical to representing thhe inertia in technical systems and thhe perve
signals (Rozenberg et al, .2010). Technically speaking, the goal of
the technical constraints applying to the economy in static equilib

modify

                
      

the structures of production costs in the sectors as well as the stocks of household energy e
equipment feftand thheir fffiiciencies (Rozenberg et al., .2010).
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tFrom a mathematical point of view, thhe successive static equilibria of IMACLIM-R boil down 
of simultaneous equations:
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of simultaneous equations:

f11 (xx1,..., xn, z1,..., zm) = 0

f22 (xx1,..., xn, z1,..., zm) = 0

...

fnn (xx1,..., xn, z1,..., zm) = 0

with xi, i � [1, n], a set of variables (as many as equations), zi, i � [1
[1, n], a set of functions, some of which non linear in xi.

The fi ffconstraints are of two quite difffeerent natures: one subset
fconstraints that are necessarily verifiied to ensure that the economi

other subset translates various constraints, written either in a simp
tfconsume a fiixed proportion of thheir income) or in a more complex

tconsumption trrade-offff) t). It is these constraints thhat ultimately refl
IMACLIM-R, a certain economic ‘worldview’ — tnotably, thhe
consumptions fderive frrom fthe fiirst-order conditions of maximisation
( fncff. inffrra).
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Figure 3 - Static equilibrium and dynamic nexus coupling in IMACLIM-R
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Among the accounting constraints, a set of market clearing conditions balance the physical u
resources of tall goods. It is programmed under the standard assumption thhat all goods are con
the year they are produced, i.e. no stocks are modelled; demand and supply are equilibrate

fftvector of prices in thhe Walrasian faashion. In each region and foor each good i, total resource Yii

the sum of domestic production and imports or a non-linear Armington aggregate of them)
fequal to the sum of intermediate use, domestic fiinal consumptions (by households Ci, by

administrations Gi fand foor investment Iii)5 and exports Xii. 

[ ] iiiiC
j

jYijiY XIGCYYi ++++=�� �
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12,1 �

where �ij fis the intensity of production j in good i — the �ij fdefiine the input-output matrix.

A tnother accounting constrraint regards public budgets: fgovernments fiinance their expenditure
prices pi,G f, net transfeers to households THH f, and infrrastructure investments IG  f, with fiiscal income F

GHT
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AC
tAs already explained, thhe objective function of TIAM-FR is the

tannual cost of thhe energy system of region r at time t, Crr,t , disco
year. This total annual cost is the sum over all technologies, all de

tfall input fuuels of thhe various costs incurred, namely: annualised
fcosts, minus revenue frrom exported energy carriers, minus salvag

(Loulou et al., 2004). More precisely, each year, the total energy
elements ( fadapted frrom Loulou et al., 2005 and Loulou, 2008):

• The c fapital costs incurred foor the investment in supplementa
processes (e.g. the costs of decommissioning nuclear power pl
are spread finto streams of annual payments, computed foor each y
the investments undertaken in the later periods and in the case o

ffyears over which this spread is perfoormed foollows an econom
fover the economic lifee of processes.

• The fiixed and variable operation and maintenance (O&M) cost
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the dismantling processes.

• The c fosts incurred foor dthe domestic production and the import of

• The d felivery costs foor the fuel required by processes.

• The taxes and subsidies associated with energy sources, techn
subsidies on investments are treated exactly as investment costs i

5 fThe fiinal consumption of crude oil is nil in all regions and at all time
fAmerica and the Middle East foor all time periods.

3-2 - production costs and prices
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• The salvage value of processes and embedded commodities at th
ttvalue represents thhe unused portion of thhe technical lives of inv

their economic lives, twhen thhey also exceed the model’s hori
several types of costs: investment costs, sunk material costs, as w
surveillance costs. It is reported as one single lump sum acc

thorizon, and then discounted to thhe base year like all other co
tfassigned to the single year foollowing thhe end of the time horizon

TIAM-FR models technology investment on the basis of the techni
a central assumption of marginal cost pricing by energy suppliers

fthat energy markets are perfeectly competitive (no producer may
marginal cost t), while thhe transactions costs of technology shifts are

Indeed, the primal solution of TIAM-FR provides the optimal valu
primal problem (e.g. acti fvity levels, energy fllows, capacity additio
theory of linear programming, there is a dual variable for each cons
Also called the constraint’s shadow price, it corresponds to the 
function per unit increase of the constraint’s right-hand-side and
terms of marginal costs. The price of a commodity is thus fin faa
example, in the case of some upper CO2 emission constraint, the d
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he end of the planning horizon. This
estments, which commonly exceed
izon. The salvage value applies to
well as decommissioning costs and
cruing precisely at the end of the
osts. Note that the salvage value is

(Loulou et al., 2005). 

cal cost of energy supply, based on
s f. This pricing foormulation implies
 charge an extra ofpr fiit tabove thhe 
disregarded.

fues foor the decision variables of the
ons, etc.). According to the duality
ttrraint of the TIAM-FR programme. 

bmarginal change of the objjective 
nfprovides additional i foormation in 

act equal to its marginal cost.6 For
ual solution describes the marginal 
threshold fenfoorced (Remme et al., 

price is fderived frrom the marginal
nguish the competitive market price
he case in regulated industries or in

regions and time periods. fThe faact
ffmplies that any feeedbacks frrom the
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t

p , pp 2 ,
cost fexpected frrom a unit decrease of CO2 temissions below thhe t
2009). I tn the mathhematical economics literature, whenever the p
value of a commodity, t fhe qualifiier ‘shadow’ can be used to distin
from the price observed in reality fif, which may be d fffeerent, as is th
sectors where market power is exerted (Loulou et al., 2005).7

tAll thhese prices and costs are expressed in 2001 US dollars in all
that all extraction and technology costs are constant in this unit im
en tctergy system on the cost stru tuure of thhe various economic activ
equipments are ignored, including indeed the impact on capita

ainvestment requirements of the energy system trajjectories depicted
which IMACLIM- fR departs frrom TIAM-FR, as it endogenously m

fprimary faactors tat thhe ostatic general equilibrium of each projjected y
tfor the retrroaction on prices of many macroeconomic variables

fspecifiically, in each region thhe producer price of each good i (cf
above), pYi , is the sum of input purchases pCIIjji �jji , labour costs �
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133a13h

tvities producing thhese services and
l markets of the potentially high
. This is one of the main aspects in
models the prices of all goods and
ear. In this way the model accounts
as well as climate policies. More

ff. the list of sectors/goods Table 2
�i wi (1+ w

it ) li , and a remainder of

ational oil market are thus mimicked

at suppliers have zero profit. Profit is
fthe last feew units produced may have 

fce, and even in this case zero profiit is
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�
), pYi , p p pCIIjji ji ,

value- fadded blending amortisements and profiits �ii pYi:

6 The conditions of particularly non-competitive markets as the interna
 ffdthrough the adjjustment of trading costs (see fuurther section 3.4).

7 It is important to note that marginal value pricing does not imply tha
exactly equal to the suppliers’ surplus, and it is generally positive. Only

ffzero profiit, if,, and when, their production cost equals the equilibrium pri
not automatic as production may exhibit decreasing returns (ibid.).

have
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((1 ) i
w
iii

n

j
jijCIIjjiiYi ltwpp �� ++�+=�

=

1
1

where �i fis a fuunction of the utilisation rate of production capacity
tretuurns assumption. Equation (10) is thus essentially an inverse su

fproduction fuunction) th tfhat fiixes how costs increase withh output,
utilisation rates are independent through time. Section 3.3 below com
of the � and l input- tffoutput coefffiicients, particularly thhose of the en

ftapproximation to a technology in thhe TD frramework of IMA
benchmark mark-up� is calibrated in 2001 ff. For the foossil fuuels
varying with energy prices teach year in thhe dynamic module. For m
constant during the whole period.

tIn thhe current version of IMACLIM-R, coal and gas extraction
cumulated extraction calibrated as reduced forms of the POLES en
C tbrude oil is subjject to a detailed treatmment that deserves a longer dev

To capture the different characteristics of oil sources (convent
reserves are indeed explicitly modelled in a dedicated technical m
categories fof fuull cost of a barrel (including prospecting and extr

 

   

                 
              

            
             

             
            

          
             

    

            
            

            

           
            

               
            

             
          

            
              

           
           

         
           

               
             

             
       

         
            

           
              

             
            

              

                                                        

                 
 

ff
ff

Y

Yii p� (10)

y Yii / Qi, i.e. embodies a decreasing
upply curve (or the cost dual of a

f, frrom a static point of view —
mments on the status and dynamics

nergy sectors, which are the closest 
CLIM-R’ yearly equilibria. The

dproduuction, � is endogenised, i.e. 
most non energy sectors, � is quasi-

mark-ups are indeed functions of 
nergy system model (Criqui, 2001).
velopment.

tional vs. unconventional oil), oil
module. They are classified in six
raction expenses). The decision to
fitability criterion, comparing total 
pplied by producers depends on the

tords, thhe mark-up rate � increases
oaches unity. A specifi tcityy of crude 
trained by the amount of previous

e intrinsic inertias in the increase of
tn region, the available capacityy of

edrich (2006) argue that this curve 
ation e feect (finding an oil reserve
s) and the depletion e feect (the total
nterpretation of the ‘Hubbert curve’
ccurrence of a peak of world oil
.

ical scenarios or market behaviours:
ploit new capacities in the Middle-

 

   

                 
              

            
             

             
            

          
             

    

            
            

            

           
            

               
            

             
          

            
              

           
           

         
           

               
             

             
       

         
            

           
              

             
            

              

                                                        

                 
 

ff

initiate the production of a given resource follows a simple prof
production costs and the current world price of oil. The profit rate ap
short-run pressure on available production capacities. In other wo
when the ratio of current output to total production capacity appro
oil dis that the availability of produuction capacity is not only cons

finvestments, but also by geological and technical faactors that cause
ffproduction. Therefoore, foor a given category of resource in a given

fproduction is assumed to foollow a ‘Hubbert curve’. Rehrl and Frie
results from the interplay of two contradictory efffe fects: the infoorm
delivers finfoormation about the probability of existence of other ones

ttquantityy of oil in thhe subsoil is fi tnite). Interestingly, thhis physical in
at a field level is not equivalent to empirically assuming the o
production sometime in the 21st tcentuury, which is still controversial.

Moreover, IMACLIM-R can tcapture thhe impact of various geopoliti
endogenous routines can mimic the decision to exploit or not to ex

 

   

                 
              

            
             

             
            

          
             

    

            
            

            

           
            

               
            

             
          

            
              

           
           

         
           

               
             

             
       

         
            

           
              

             
            

              

                                                        

                 
 

14

East region and the subsequent gain in market power fb, depending on strategic objjectives foormulated as
either price or market-share targets. 8 For a given year, Middle-East production capacity is still
bounded by the bell-shaped Hubbert curve but its actual level can be below this limit if the chosen

ststrategy requires a re trriction of production. Conversely, all other regions are supposed to be
motivated by short-term return on investments and put reserves into production as soon as it becomes

8 fdbThese objjectives can also be adjjusted to refllect assumptions on the solidity rof the OPEC carttel (Rozenberg et
al., 2010).
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ofpr fiitable to do so t(that is when thhe oil price on international
fefexploration and exploitation). These producers are r feerred to as ‘faat

fDownstream frrom producer prices,

• consumer fprices are derived frrom producer and import pri
constant through time) fifif, through spec fiications that d fffeer
energy goods. fThe prices of the foormer are simply weigh
international prices, which are themselves weighted averag
consumer prices are constant elasticity of substitution (CE
based prices f, refllecting an Armington assumption of imper
below). 

• Export prices add to each region’s producer prices export t
transportation costs (a weighted average of the bilateral cos
This allows taking into account the impact of increasing en
and eventually on commercial flows and industrial localisat

��� ���	����� �������	�����	����� ���������
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t

markets exceeds the total cost of
tal producers’.

ices by adding sales taxes (at rates
rentiate between energy and non-
hted averages of the domestic and
ges of export prices. tFor thhe latter,
ES) prices of domestic and import-

frfeect substitutability (cff. section 3.4

taxes or subsidies and international 
sts detailed by the GTAP database). 
nergy prices on transportation costs
tion patterns.

��	����


he TD and BU approaches is how 
and BU models also ffhave difffeerent

tfm current and fuutuure technologies.
evident at the microeconomic level

fons of specifiic policy options. They 
related to energy consumption or

d cost, the model chooses the least 
and ffand the difffeerent constraints of
least fcostly technology will be fiirst
echnology will probably be used at
cost. Technologies are thus selected
. Maximum market penetration and

tmit thhe use of a technology. tIn thhe
s at th fheir fuull potential. tDue to thhe
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As pointed out by Nakata (2004), a main distinction between th
behaviour is endogenised and extrapolated over the long run. TD a

ffefassumptions and expectations on the fffiiciency improvements frrom
BU fmodels oftten focus on the engineering energy- feffffiiciency gains
and on the detailed analysis of the technical and economic dimensio
picture technology in the engineering sense: a given technique

fsupply, with a given technical perfoormance and liffeecycle cost.

The optimis bation objjective being to minimise the total discounted
ftfcostly combination of technologies that satisfiies thhe specifiied dema

the model that allow depicting the associated energy system. The l
used up to its maximum tpenetrration potential. At the margin, one t
less than its maximum if this contributes to minimizing the overall c
in least-cost orde tr up to the point where thhe constraints are satisfied
allowable levels of emissions are examples of constraints that lim

tfsame manner, the modeller can foorce thhe use of some technologie
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t

f

15(1

way in which the linear program operates and the constraints fthat are to be satisfiied, the optimal 
combination of technologies may include both ffof two technologies with very little difffeerence of cost,
or none of them.

The fuuture evolution of technological parameters depends on time and on the cumulative investment
decision of the model, i.e. technological learning is endogenous (Loulou et al., 2004, 2005). In that
sense, investment costs of technologies are linked to cumulat five investments as foollow:

b
ttT CaVIINNVCCOST ��= (11)

3-3 - Technology choice and technology portfolio dynamics

(11)
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*

Twhere VINVCCOSTtt is the unit investment cost of a technology at time
that technology up to time t, a the initial unit investment cost (when
index expressing the learning speed. tWithh the building up of exper
investments more attractive. To detect the advantage of investing e
accept making initially non- ofpr fiitable investments, agents have to b
the initial unit investment cost which is higher. In this case, they ca
reduction. In TIMES models, a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP)
the non-linear mathematical optimization resulting in the above
Loulou and Labriet, 2008). The total investment cost, TCt , is then o

0 1
*d +�� �

�
=�= � b

t

C
b

t C
b

adyyaTC
t

TCt is a fconcave fuunction of Ct, and equals ��� ���	�
�� ����� �����
������ 
	������	������� � ����	
	� ����	��� 
	����
�����Addi

ffofpr fiile can afffeect the technology choice dynamics. For example,
beginning and the end of the construction of some large processe
investments in new capacity can occur progressively over severa
investments over several years ffffEconomic lifee may be difffeerent frro
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t

e t, Ct the cumulative investment in
n Ct is equal to 1) and b the learning
rience, VINVCCOST decreases making 
early in learning technology and to

fbe faarsighted and not only consider
ffan benefiit frrom the investment cost 

ffoormulation is implemented due to 
ffoormulation (Loulou et al., 2005; 
btained by integrating tTCOINVVCOSST :

1+ (12)

� ������� 
	 ��� �����
�� ��	��
	�
ting precision and realism to thhe cost

a lead-time can exist between the
fes, as foor some other processes the

al years, so TIAM- tFR spreads thhe
fom the technical lifee of the process,

than the overall discount rate. Note
ectory of learning technologies, as
These constraints allow avoiding
in early periods, which could be

llowing the unit investment cost to

he exception of the transport modal 
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investments over several years. ffffEconomic lifee may be difffeerent frro
so the payment of any capital cost is annualised ffat a difffeerent rate t
that additional constraints are used ato control the penetration trajje
upper investment or capacity bounds talong thhe time trajectory. 
unrealistically large investments in some learning technologies
motivated by long term gains fin fuuture periods (investing early al
drop).

In IMACLIM-R a, both the majjority of technology choices (with th
tchoice synthhesised in section 3.1) and all technology dynamics

technology modules that alter f, year aftter year, (i) the Leontief stru
aggregate economic balance of each region, and (ii) the ener
transportation services consumed by households. This short-term r
the already introduced putty-clay treatment of both productive a

tcentrral to the model’s stance on technology dynamics. Long-t
determined according to dynamic changes in the input-output
change
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p p
s are decentralised in the various
ucture (of the 12 productions of the
rgy intensity of the housing and
igidity of techniques, together with 
and end-use capital dynamics, are
term substitution possibilities are 

fsttrructure refllecting technological

fspecifiications, i.e. rely on cost
ore aggregate scale than TIAM-FR,

fthe power sector and foor residential 
technology options, which decrease

less explicit manner, partly for lack
remost, exogenous, region- fspecifiic
Together with population increase
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change.

Some of the underlying mechanics are close to TIAM-FR’s
fminimisation over some fiinite horizon, although generally at a mo

fand under imperfeect anticipations — fit is particularly the case foor t
end- fuse equipments, or foor the costs of the 5 synthetic private car t
with cumulative sales.

Some other technical change mechanisms are modelled in a much l
fand in the waiting of more detailed specifiications. F first and foor

labour productivity improvements impact all production sectors.

lack
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athey are the majjor source of economic growth; their endogenisatio
IMACLIM’R’s sustainable development focus. Secondly, the ener
and the transport intensity of all productive sectors autonomously i
are central scenario variables meant to reflect fefenergy fffiiciency im
planes, and tfshiftts in thhe logistical organisation of economies. 

��< 	��	����	���	�������+�


In the real economy, the market behaviour of energy producers h
prices and hence energy investment decisions and the market share
on household income and feconomic growth. Specifiically, oil and
competitive, with the resources unevenly distributed across the g
constitute oligopoly and exert pricing power.

In TIAM-FR, ifthe spec fiics of these energy markets edoare projject d thr
constraints — for instance, on the investment dynamics of so
mandates, etc. However, energy markets are not explicitly mode

ftechnical extraction and transport costs and fiinal demands, which
Incidentally, natural gas prices are differentiated across three reg
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on is probably beyond the scope of
rgy intensity of transport activities
improve f, foollowing parameters that 

tprovements in railways, trrucks and

has direct repercussions on energy 
of technologies, but also ultimately 

d gas markets are notoriously non 
globe, which prompts producers to 

rough the introduction of additional
ome technologies, on technology

elled and energy prices depend on
fh in turn are defiined exogenously.

gional ensembles: USA, Japan and
PEC and non-OPEC regions with
TIAM-FR allows endogenous trade
eclined in 4 resources according to
ined in 11 resources), crude oil (4 

heavy), shale oil) declined in 21 
recisions tare integrated in trrade via
model, biomass is characterized by

municipal wastes crops biogas
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Europe, whereas crude oil prices are tstructuured according to OP
ffspecifiic extraction costs foor each step of each category of supply. T

of several fenergy foorms: coal ( f2 foorms – lignite and hard coal – de
characteristics as costs) f, natural gas (gaseous and liquefiied, decli
forms — heavy oil, oil sands (mined- ttsynthhetic and in situu-ultra
resources), gasoline, heavy fuel oil, distillates and naphtha. Some p

fspecifiic bilateral transportation costs (Loulou et al., 2008). tIn thhe m
fmanifoolds sources (6 forms – stsolid biomass, indu trrial wastes,

(landfill) and biofuels (liquids) – declined in 8 resources) but bioma

In IMACLIM- fR, international trade is considered foor all produce
demand fs foor each good are composed of both imported and dom
bilateral flows (thought of as not crucial to energy-environmen

t‘energy securityy’ importance), all trade flows transit by good-spe
good international trade is thus tcharacterised by twwo parameters: th
the international pool, and the share of the domestic and the i
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municipal wastes, crops, biogas
ass is not traded between regions.

ed goods: in each region the total 
mestic varieties. To avoid tracking

fnt foorecasts, notwithstanding their
fecifiic international pools. For each

he share of each region’s exports in 
imported variety in each region’s

ts are composite goods and cannot
issue in TD models is to adopt an

mestic and imported products in a
ting markets in which higher-priced
IM-R adopts fthis representation foor
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consumptions.

At the high level of sectoral aggregation of IMACLIM-R, product
be, as such, fperfeect substitutes. One usual way tof addressing thhis
Armington (1969) specification, which amounts to aggregate dom
single quantity index (typically a CES index). This allows represent
goods keep a share of domestic and international markets. IMACLI
all non-energy goods.

3-4- International energy markets
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While en tsuring thhe closure of domestic and international mar
Armington specifi tcation has thhe major drawback of not allowing to
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� �

physical terms — the relationship between the Armington index an
This is hardly acceptable for energy goods in any analysis of the eco
not ttcompatible withh thhe need to track energy balances expresse
international markets of oil, coal, gas and electricity, IMACLI
substitutability. However, to avoid that the cheapest exporter woul
follows a market sharing formula. The international market buys en
sells at a single average world price to importers. The shares of exp
the shares of domestic vs. imported energy goods depend on rel
fragmentation parameters that are calibrated to reproduce the existin

< ���=���

����+���>����������
���������� �

fThis last section explores a preliminary softt-linking experim
IMACLIM-R models.
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nd its constituents being non linear. 
onomy-energy-environment, as it is
ed in real physical units. For the
M- tR thus rathher assumes fperfeect
ld supply all the market, the model
nergy exports at di feerent prices and
porters in the international pool and
ative export prices and on market

tng markets strructures.

������������

ment between the TIAM-FR and

M-FR and IMACLIM-R rationales,
3 axes (Figure 4).
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As fatcan be g thhered frrom the contrasted presentations of the TIAM
fany successfuul linking of BU and TD models requires operating on 3
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4- A «soft-linking» experiment of TIAM-FR and IMACLIM-R

4-1- The model-linking challenge

Figure 4 3 axes to the challenge of coupling BU and TD models
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didate models must somehow be
FR and IMACLIM-R, considering

tssence, thhe optimisation results of 
cost-minimising investment and

simulation results of IMACLIM-R 
ffies stemming frrom the frragmented

fmperfeect anticipations. The bridge

 

              
           

            
            

         
        

         

tftfFirst and fooremost, the conceptuual frrameworks of thhe two can
conciliated. This is particularly challenging in the case of TIAM-
their optimisation vs. recursive approach of time dynamics. In es
TIAM- tFR are ‘normative’ in the sense that thhey describe

ffconsumption trajectories under perfeect fooresight. Conversely, the 
fefare ‘positive’ economic trajectories that embark some in fffiicienci

nature of decision making and the assumption of myopic or im

IMACLIM-R
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between these seemingly irreconcilable approaches can somewhat
constraints in TIAM-FR that could emulate some of the sub-op
tentatively modelled by IMACLIM-R. Typically, trade on strateg
crude oil can be exogenously constrained, and the rents on crude oi
trading costs. Another possible way of conciliating the two approa

tpart of the economic system, thhe part regarding the supply of energ
tcould be governed in a much more centrralised and rational manner

Despite the decentralised nature of energy demand decisions this c
extent of policy intervention in energy matters, both on the supply
The core divergence remains, however, that TIAM-FR op

ontnotwithstanding any additional constraint aimed at c trrolling its tra

The second axis of research that must be investigated in coupling e
ftscopes. Beyond thhe obvious faact that a BU model is restricted to

extends to all economic activities, the precise coverage of any
thoroughly analysed. From a TD perspective, the treatment of d
problematic. IMACLIM-R does not indeed model traditional bio
describe decentralised power fproduction, foor the reason that the en
these technologies are not backed by market transactions, i.e. e

 

        
              

          
            

           
           

            
          

              
           

      

                 
               
          

          
             

         
         

            
       

            
            

              
           

            
            

            
      

                 
             

              
                

           
            

            
       

         
           

             
            

         
           

             

be gapped by introducing a set of
fptimal feeatures of real economies

gic international markets as that of
il markets represented by increased

taches is by simply accepting thhat a
gy and end-use energy equipments,

ttr thhan the rest of economic activityy.
case could be made considering the
y and the demand side of markets.
perates under perfect foresight,
aajjectories.

texperiments is thhat of the modelling
energy matters while a TD model

y two candidate models must be
ecentralised energy productions is
omass, nor is it well equipped to

fnergy consumptions deriving frrom
escape current national accounting
omies. From an aggregate point of

tsubstituution of capital to energy 
ffthe energy efffiiciency of end-use

Drouet et al. (2009) provide some
M- ttFR, the question is thhat of thhe
ets. Any constraint on investment
resentation of end-use equipments,
onal cars, implies that TIAM-FR

 

        
              

          
            

           
           

            
          

              
           

      

                 
               
          

          
             

         
         

            
       

            
            

              
           

            
            

            
      

                 
             

              
                

           
            

            
       

         
           

             
            

         
           

             

tconventions on which TD models base thheir description of econo
view, decentralised power production can be modelled as a
consumption — but this is true also of any improvement of

feftequipments, and thhe two fffeects should probably be decoupled; D
tfinsigh fuul answers to this challenge (Box 1). Turning to TIAM

ftavailabilityy of any economic infoormation beyond energy marke
efcapacities that could r fllect capital market issues? Its explicit repr

and most importantly building construction & retrofit and pers
reaches beyond energy demand to depict the demand for fdifff
assum tptions on international trrade and exchange rates.

The third axis of any coupling experiment is a comparative of nom
respective scopes of two candidate models can indeed be orga
considerin ffg how the national account logics of TD models difffeers

tBU energy models. On the supply side of energy markets, thhe ma
production depicted in TIAM-FR are synthesised in one aggregate
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p
ffeerent equipment sectors. Implicit

menclatures. The shared parts of the
anised in quite different manners,

ffrrom the energy balance logics of
tfanifoold cost strructures of electricity

sector by IMACLIM-R. Barring a
sity of this unique sector will have 
ernatives and the politically-driven 

flate the anticipated infrrastructure 
fnt; its gas and refiined petroleum

ed electricity, while its intensity in 
ion. On the demand side of energy
alances, particularly the transport,
y consumptions that are dispersed 
oduction sectors and the aggregate

fws foor a more precise connexion to

 

        
              

          
            

           
           

            
          

              
           

      

                 
               
          

          
             

         
         

            
       

            
            

              
           

            
            

            
      

                 
             

              
                

           
            

            
       

         
           

             
            

         
           

             

tcostly disaggregation, in any coupling experiment thhe capital inten
fto refllect the various impacts of the penetration of renewable alte

future of nuclear ele tctricity, while it will also have to trransl
developments — the investment costs of smart-grid deploymen

ftproducts intensities shall trranslate the evolution of foossil-fuel base
efagricultural products will be asked to r fllect any biomass penetrati

markets, the broad end-use categories of TIAM-FR’s energy ba
residential and commercial buildings end-uses, aggregate energy
across all the economic agents of IMACLIM- tR (thhe various pro
household). In some instances the disaggregation of TIAM-FR allow
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IMACLIM- tftffR sectors: fuuel consumptions frrom aviation trransport can safeely be attributed to thh
transport sector of IMACLIM- fR; energy consumptions frrom bus and rail transport can simil

tattributed to the ground trransport sector of IMACLIM- fR; the fuuel consumptions of trucks and p
fcars, however, are much harder to dispatch, fiirst between households and sectors then amongst s

tConsidering thhe connexion in the other direction, i.e. from IMACLIM-R to TIAM-FR, rai
tadditional issues: as already hinted, thhe energy consumptions of the 3 transport sectors of IMA

R aggregate transport and non-transport uses, such as the consumptions required by the heati
cooling of the many commercial buildings necessary to their operation.9
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Drouet et al. (2008, 2009) detail an extensive coupling of the ve
ETSAP programme, ETSAP-TIAM, and the TD GEMINI-E3 m
through an iterative texchange of inputs and outpputs playing on the c
approaches. From ETSAP-TIAM, GEMINI-E3 derives:

• ffThe share of foossil fuuels vs. ffelectricity and the foossil fuuel m
consumption of its representative household. These a
downgrading the initial CES production and utility ‘nests’

fefco fffiicients, whose trajectories are thus set.10

• tEvolutions of the global energy intensityy of all produ
feffffiiciency improvements; (2) decreases in ‘market’ energy

of renewable and nuclear energy, which are compensat
intensity or intensity in the agriculture good (biomass).11

• fAddjjustments specifiic to each energy consumption of all pr
drequirements of hydrogen produuction as described by ET

across sectors pro-rata fhydrogen consumption foollowing ET

• tftAddjjustments to thhe specifiic capital and carbon intensityy of e
dfthe capital cost of  carbon capture and storage.
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ersion of TIAM maintained by the
fmodel. The coupling is perfoormed

complementarity of the 2 modelling

mix of all its productions and of the 
fare foorced into GEMINI-E3 by

ffinto Leontief fuunctions with fiixed 

uction ts thhat aggregate (1) energy
intensity caused by the penetration

tted by increases of eithher capital

troductions thhat translate the energy
TSAP- tTIAM; thhese are distributed
TSAP-TIAM.

ftelectrricity production to account foor

fgain foorced into GEMINI-E3 by
ff(fiix faactors) appear into a Leontief

match ETSAP-TIAM prices.

and drivers (except demography, a

is stopped when demand variations
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• fRegional prices of the 3 foossil energies. These are ag
downgrading the initial CES nest where natural resources

fftdstructure, and adjjusting thhe natural resource coefffiicient to m

Conversely, ETSAP- fTIAM derives frrom GEMINI-E3 all its dema
preliminari dly harmonised exogenous driver to both models).

tfThe iterative exchange of this infoormation betwween the 2 models i
between two consecutive runs drop below some choice threshold.
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tfWe can now confrront thhe results of this 3-axis exploration with t
Drouet et al. (2008) and Bauer et al. (2008) we identify 3 such optio
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ase is guaranteed by reporting any
mption budget of households are not

I-E3.

ot apply to the linking of two existing
of its parts, typically the description of
998, 2008), McFarland et al. (2004),  

              
           

 

           

                
                  

              
                

        

10 For productions, consistency with the original GEMINI-E3 datab
discrepancy on the labour expenses. Similar adjustments on the consum
reported.
11 ffffThe two efffeects impact difffeerent but homogeneous variables of GEMINI
12 Drouet et al. inventory two supplemental symmetric options that do no

ffmodels: (1) extending the TD frramework to BU specifiications in some o
the power sector as do Charles River Associates (1997), Böhringer (19  

              
           

 

           

                
                  

              
                

        
Bosetti et al. (2006), etc.; (2) extending a BU model with a reduced macroeconomic growth model, as do Manne
and Richels (1992) or Messner and Schrattenholzer (2000).
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y SNCF
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9 The share of non-transport uses is statistically relevant: in 2011 the dominant French railway company
devoted 12.4% of its total ton- f--oil equivalent energy consumption to buildings (SNCF, 2011).

(2004)
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1. An e nfxchange of i foormation, relying on the complementari
two modelling approaches. If the exchange is restricted

tffmodels it can be perfoormed without modifiication of thheir s
Jorgenson, 1977; the ‘harmonisation’ option of Drouet
consistency of modelling results it is however necessary, co

fof variables, to ‘unplug’ some specifiications and replace
 fimported frrom the other modelling system (cff. Drouet et al.,

2. A calibration of some of the TD model’s fspecifiications
ffSchäfeer and Jacoby, 2006; the ‘softt link’ option of Bauer

used to simulate a large set of investment and consumpti
parameters of the TD model are adjusted to approach t
relationships emerging from this simulation set. This option
the POLES model of energy markets and the IMACLIM-S
the IMACLIM-R model (Ghersi et al., 2003; Ghersi and Ho

3. tfThe fuusion of the twwo models in one single structure.
advanta tge of maximising thhe consistency of the two appr
Bauer et al. (2008), or Böhringer and Rutherford (2005, 20
they operate it on schematised models with a view of asse
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ity tof thhe inputs and outputs of the
to exogenous parameters of both

fpecifiications (cff. e.g. ffHofffmman and
t et al., 2008). To enhance the
onsidering the unavoidable overlap
them with exogenous assumptions
, 2008, 2009, synthesised Box 1). 

on results of the BU model (e.g.
et al., 2008): the energy model is

aion trajjectories. Some behavioural
the aggregate price and quantities
n was indeed implemented between

model, a stripped down version of
ourcade, 2006).

This last option has the obvious
roaches. The ‘hard link’ option of

t006) explore thhis option. However,
ssing its theoretical operability. To
ull-fledged pre-existing models.

y most appealing option is indeed
ce problem — tnotwithstanding thhe

ffffoorms. Although it benefiits frrom the
fation of reduced foorm: considering

trecursive natuure, it would imply
ction over the time horizon, at the
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y p
 fffthe best of our knowledge it has never been perfoormed on fuu

Concerning TIAM-FR and IMACLIM- ttR, thhe thhird, theoretically
tbarred by the many dimensions of the nomenclatuure correspondenc

ffftfffpractical difffiiculties of interfaacing twwo difffeerent programming platfoo
POLES/IMACLIM- tS precedent, we must also set aside thhe calibra
the level of disaggregation of the IMACLIM-R model and its
calibrating f12 production fuunctions and one household ftutilityy fuunc
cost of too-great a number of TIAM-FR runs — and based on m

fftcannot be strraightfoorwardly imported frrom Ghersi et al. (2006) 
ffftnatural decision is thhus to foollow the fiirst option and more specifiic

fby defaault, but also considering how close the macroeconomic co
fare frrom the GEMINI-E3 and ETSAP-TIAM models.
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methodological considerations that
and remain to be pinpointed. The
ally Drouet et al. (Box 1), not only

ore of IMACLIM-R and TIAM-FR

unning first IMACLIM-R model to
levels), which will be subsequently
iminary aggregation of the regional

and a disaggregation of IMACLIM-
d sectors of TIAM-FR.

vities of technologies at each time 
y system is given as an output, i.e.

fn by fuuel, emissions, energy trade
al costs of environmental measures
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At this first stage, a ‘soft’ linking may be considered. That is, ru
obtain the primary economic indicators (GDP and sectoral activity
taken by TIAM-FR as drivers of energy demand. This requires preli

tdistrribution of IMACLIM-R, to come closer to that of TIAM-FR; a
R’s heavy industry outtpput, to tcorrespond withh the industrial demand

The main outputs of TIAM- fFR are fuuture investments and activ
period and in each region. Furthermore, the structure of the energy
type and capacity of the energy technologies, energy consumption
flows between regions, a detailed energy system costs, and margina

4-2 - One preliminary numerical exercise
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as GHG mitigation targets. By comparison, IMACLIM-R’s outputs cover a range of macroec
variables such as GDP, real wages, employment, prices besi tdes investmment in energy sectors,
supply and carbon emissions (Table 3).
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fffAs these two models existed befoore the exercise, it is difffiicult to
resolution methods. But this has to be thought for t fhe fuurther step,
be resolved a priori, and where iteration process may be set up to re

fevery 5 years) and feeed inputs back to IMACLIM-R to recalculate
year. 

To keep this primary exercise in a tractable manner, our analysis
fprospects foor economic growth, energy demand and carbon emissio

The comparison of TIAM-FR and IMACLIM-R’s modelling will hi

fMore precisely, we fiirstly ran IMACLIM-R model to simulate a tw
usual (BAU) and a climate policy scenario, i.e. an atmospheric co
ppm in 2100 corresponding to a global climate policy designe  
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objective. This allowed us to obtain a variety of macroeconomic ind
into TIAM- fFR as drivers of fiinal energy demand through th

Table 3 Main inputs and outputs of the TIAM-FR 
(adpated from Loulou and Labriet, 2008) and IMACLIM-R models
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IMACLIM-R and TIAM-FR use the same data and scenario with regards to the growth of popu
fThese data come frrom United Nations sources. Since the global geographical division in IMAC

and TIAM-FR does not match exactly each other, we have reprocessed the simulation outc
IMACLIM-R and re- efaggregated in accordance with the 15 regions d fiined in TIAM-FR.
details of the disaggregation are available upon request.

ftThe macroeconomic indicators in terms of annual growthh rate comprise the foollowing elements:

• wtAnnual gro thh rate of GDP;

• Sectoral activities:

- fttHeavy industrry output where thhe growth index frrom IMACLIM-R’s industry se
fdisaggregated into foour subsectors:

o Chemicals;

o Iron & steel and non-ferrous metals;

o Non-metal minerals and paper;

o fOther energy intensive manufaacturing.

- tServices outpput.
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- Agricultural output.

- Buildings and construction:

o ffResidential flloor space (foor space heating and c

o Construction sector.

Secondly, the macroeconomic indicators were integrated into the T
tfservice demand and, frrom it, determine thhe energy system in an opti

tWe then ran thhe TIAM-FR model with the macroeconomic indi
tcalculate the optimal outcome of thhe energy supply system and c

fworld level. We have investigated a set of confiiguration based on
fthe refeerence scenario (BAU) and the climate scenario (CLIM), 

following table.

Drivers – Growt

BAU scenario in
IMACLIM-R

Scenario
in TIAM-

FR

BAU

CLIM_dCLIM

CLIM_dBAU
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cooling);

IAM-FR model to drive the
fimisation frramework.

fces coming frrom IMACLIM
tcarbon emissions trrajectories

n the two contrasting scenar
whose drivers are detailed

th indices from:

CLIM scenario in
IMACLIM-R

����
��
Table 2 Scenario investigation
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fMore precisely, BAU scenario frrom TIAM-FR is based on macroe
the BAU scenario of IMACLIM-R. Concerning the clima

tafffCLIM_dCLIM refeers to two difffeerent trajjectories consistent withh t
femissions. CLIM_dBAU is derived frrom simulation based on the B

ftR, whereas CLIM_dCLIM is driven by growthh indices frrom the 450

As mentioned above, we have dropped the price elastic energy dem
ettas thhe prices have not been harmonized b twween the two models.

demands equal the BAU ones and carbon emissions reduction is to
technologies in that the 450 ppm target can be achieved. In compar
of the growth indices of IMACLIM’s 450 ppm scenario, a lower le

fthe climate scenario CLIM_dCLIM refllecting the retroactions of pr
sector are presented in Appendices).

fffHere we present brieflly the fiirst results of the modifiied ver
fmacroeconomic indicators frrom IMACLIM-R. Comparing these

fground foor discussion about the sense of harmonization.

CO2 temissions paths induced by climate constrraints are reported
2100 would need to be cut by more than 3 in the world to comply w
BAU i l b l CO i i ld d bl i 2050

 

             
           

              
            

                

            
           

         
             

             
            

     

               
         

      

            
        

              
                 

                 
             

              
              

       

            
      

   
            

             
             

          
               

         
           

  

                  
               

       

feconomic indicators extracted frrom
ate scenario, CLIM_dBAU and
the 450ppm target in f2100 foor CO2

tBAU growthh indices in IMACLIM-
0 ppm scenario in IMACLIM-R.

fand fuunctions in running TIAM-FR
For CLIM_dBAU, energy service 

otally relying upon the supply side
ffrison, it foollows frrom the utilization 

evel of energy services demands in 
rices. (Energy services demands by

rsion of TIAM-FR according to
results constitutes an interesting

in the Figure 7. CO2 emissions in
with the 450 ppm constraint. In the
ared to 2000 and would increase to
target of 450 ppm allows to reduce

ftote thhat, foor the latter scenarios, the
ed, while the CO2 emissions pursue 
own until the 2100 target, the CO2

d in 2050, what could be explained

pes illustrates again the divergence

 

             
           

              
            

                

            
           

         
             

             
            

     

               
         

      

            
        

              
                 

                 
             

              
              

       

            
      

   
            

             
             

          
               

         
           

  

                  
               

       

BAU scenario, global CO2 emissions would double in 2050 compa
tmore thhan 61 Gt in 2100. In CLIM_dBAU and CLIM_dCLIM, the

the CO2 emissions until the level of 19 Gt. But it is interesting to no
ffffpaths are difffeerent due to difffeerent level of energy demands. Indee

dits growth in the CLIM_dBAU until 2040 and graduually slow do
emissions in the CLIM_dCLIM stop growing from 2012 (excepted
by the level of energy demands induced by the drivers).

The comparison of CLIM_dBAU and CLIM_dCLIM pathway shap
between TIAM-fr and IMACLIM-r in terms of modelling phi

aoptimized abatement trajjectory (CLIM-dBAU), emissions may ke
fdrop until 2060 befoore declining sharply. By contrast, as agent

pathway in the IMACLIM-r therefore the pricing signal must be ver
fof 450ppm constraint) to curtail the foossil-fuel dependent go

consequence the growth indices would be much lower than in the 
short and mid-term. However, in the long run, there would be more
CLIM dCLIM th CLIM dBAU th ill b l l
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cannot see this optimal abatement
ry strong (which reflects the degree
oods and services demand, as a

tcase of thhe optimal tgrowth in thhe 
ffe fllexibility foor emission to grow in

foftdecarbonized and thhus fffeers more
IMACLIM- ffR will suggest difffeerent
get.

der to compare when we isolate the
sion paths of IMACLIM-R, we also

 

             
           

              
            

                

            
           

         
             

             
            

     

               
         

      

            
        

              
                 

                 
             

              
              

       

            
      

   
            

             
             

          
               

         
           

  

                  
               

       

CLIM-dCLIM than CLIM_dBAU as the economy will be largely 
rooms for emission increase. We can conclude that TIAM-fr and I

t fftiming and arbitrage foor emission abatemen foor a given climate targ

At this stage, we should run TIAM-FR with elastic demand in ord
feffffeect of the implicite elasticities of IMACLIM-R. Giving the emiss

can isolate the impact of how IMACLIM-R manages supply.
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emissions represent near to 21 Gt in 2100 in the BAU. The share of electricity sector in the
CO2 femissions moves frrom 30% in 2005 to 7% and 3% respectively in CLIM_dBA

CO2

Figure 7 World CO2 emissions (Gt)

Figure 8 World CO2 emissions by sector (Gt)
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CLIM_dCLIM. While CLIM_dCLIM appears more stringent in
telectricityy sector, it is interesting to note that the CO2 emissions

important in CLIM_dBAU than in CLIM_dCLIM with 2.6 Gt of C
against 3 Gt of CO2 emitted in the latter scenario (14.5 Gt of CO2

emissions in industry represent in 2100 14% in CLIM_dBAU and
CO2 emissions (24% in BAU) against 19% in 2005.

Another sectors impacted by the climate policies implemented
residentia fl. In the BAU, these sectors account foor 1 and 6% respect
(3% and 7% in 2005). In CLIM_dBAU, they represent near 
commercial and residential sectors in 2100 and 1% and 16% res
same period. The CO2 femissions in commercial sector move frrom
(0.1 tGt in CLIM_dCLIM and 0.5 Gt in BAU) in 2100. Note thhat in

tcommercial sector are less high in 2100 thhan in 2005. As regard
fsector, they move frrom 1.9 Gt in 2005 to 0.9 Gt in 2100 (2.8 Gt in C

in 2100.

ffttThese results suggest that trransport sector be thhe most difffiicult sec
on the transport sector is less important and the CO2 emissions mi
quite limited compared to the BAU, with an ever increasing path of
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16% in CLIM_dCLIM of the total

in scenario are commercial and
tively of the CO2 emissions in 2100
to zero and 5% respectively for 

spectively in CLI tM_dCLIM at thhe
0.8 Gt in 2005 to 0.007Gt in 2100

fthe BAU, the CO2 emissions frrom
d the CO2 emissions in residential
CLIM_dCLIM and 3.9 Gt in BAU)

ctor to decarbonize. Indeed, impact
itigation in the climate scenarios is
f CO2 emissions in climate scenario
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in 2100 in the climate scenarios by

es by 1.1% per year between 2005 
d. The world consumption is higher
tion to comply with CO2 mitigation 

wer level of end-use demand, due to 
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q p , g p
even if slower than in BAU. On the other hand, the decarbonization
the CO2 tfemissions frrom trransport sector represent more than 40% i

tcomparison with 19% in thhe BAU.

a. mgrfrPrimaryy and fiinal energgyy consumpption

World primary energy consumption in the BAU scenario increase
and 2100 reaching a level 2.9 times higher at the end of the period

din the CLIM_dBAU scenario in 2100 duue to technological substitut
fefconstraints. Conversely, it is interesting to note the fffeect of the low

ffdrivers taking into account the policy efffeect, in the CLIM_dCLIM
energy consumption represents around 82% of the one in BAU and 
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ree scenario, the primary energy mix is still dominated by fossil fuel until 2050, as showed
fe 9. In 2100, constraint faalls more heavily and renewables energies are more developed, as

f renewable energies (excluded hydro), nuclear energy and biomass accounts respectively
2% and 17% of the primary energy demand in 2100 in CLIM_dBAU and 17%, 26% and
IM_dCLIM. The environmental scenarios have a real impact on the primary energy mix. 

fr biomass and renewable energies increases signifiicantly compare to the BAU while
fr coal and oil decreases sharply. Fossil fuuels represent 33% and 36% of the primary

ttn, respectively in the CLIM_dBAU and thhe CLIM_dCLIM scenario, by comparison withh
fe coal, oil and gas account foor 69% of the primary mix.

energy consumption increases by 0.9% per year between 2005 and 2100 in BAU reaching
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nuclear.

The share o
for 26%, 22
19% in CLI

fDemand foo
fdemand foor

consumption
BAU where

fWorld fiinal energy consumption increases by 0.9% per year between 2005 and 2100 in BAU re
ftffa level 2.4 times higher at the end of the period. Fossil fuuels account foor 67% of thhe fiinal mix i

and 56% in 2100. Renewables increase strongly in the period but they still represent 16% an
respectively in 2005 and 2100 of the final energy consumption (Figure 10).
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Figure 9 World primary enregy supply (mtoe)

Figure 10 World final energy consumption (mtoe)
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fElectricity consumption grows by 296% frrom 2005 to 2100. This
twith an increase of 367% in thhe same period but lower in CLIM_

ftfeffffeect on thhe demand. In 2100, electricity account foor 30% and 25%
CLIM_dCLIM, relative to BAU where it represents 23%. No la

fenergy fiinal has to be note between the BAU and the climate 
fModifiications occur rather in the electricity mix.

b. Electric power generation

tPower has been one of the most contrributing sectors of carbon
environmental policies creates a dazzling deployment of low-carbo

tttrenewable and biomass), their contrribution in thhe electrricityy produ
respectively in CLIM_dBAU and CLIM_dCLIM, relative to 47%

tfmore than foossil to the generation of electricityy in the climate sce
drastically decreases with the implementation of an environmental 
in the carbon capture technologies deployment which developed str

fand 17% respectively foor CLIM_dBAU and CLIM_dCLIM.
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_dCLIM f, with 223%, refllecting the
% respectively in CLIM_dBAU and

ftarge strructural change in the fiinal
scenario during the time period.

emissions. The implementation of
n emitting sources (nuclear, hydro;

uction being 75% and 83% in 2100 
in BAU. Since 2050, they account

enarios. The share of coal and gas
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Figure 11 World power generation (TWh)
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fThis paper proposed a new energy modelling frramework by coupli
addressing policy issues raised in energy security and climate chan

tfTD models such as IMACLIM has richer infoormation on thhe whol
fof faactor markets (capital, labour). On the other h tand, thhe techn

trepresents bettter the technologies available in a specific bounded
targued that it is necessary to direct thhe modelling research tow

ffcoupling difffeere ftnt tyypes of models foor environmental policy asse
framework. Our simulations show that coupled TD and BU may p

tresults such as carbon abatement and energy supply strrategies in t
tpolicy implementation. However, the applied methhodology prese

indicators harmonization and prices consistency and results should b

faFrom microeconomic point of view, a majjor difffeerence residing
behaviours of both energy suppliers and end- ffusers may afffeect signif

ffunderlying prices on the difffeerent markets; which in turn will hav
and s favings decisions across regions. Also, the government’s fiis

nftboosting or slowing thhe economic growth and i flluence all the instit
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nftboosting or slowing thhe economic growth and i flluence all the instit

In summary, Model coupling should take into account the level of 
research contribution. It is necessary to couple economic and tech
long term energy and climate policy questions. Our coupling te

nfffbenefiit frrom i foormation on the whole economy with the represen
labour) represented in Macro model on the one hand, and combin
BU models which represent better the technologies available in a
given time on the other hand. Nevertheless, the models do no

ffdifffeerence in structural design and modelling paradigm. Some tech
need to be addressed to provide insights into policy recommendation
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